On symmetries, resonances and photonic crystals in morphogenesis.
Biological symmetries, theories of the morphogenetic field, resonant interactions and the role of photons in morphogenetic processes represented the main fields of interest of Lev Beloussov and his followers. This review article includes some results of our study on the important role of resonances and photonic crystals in genetic informatics. Mathematical formalisms of differential Riemannian geometry and tensor analysis are used for modeling inherited curved surfaces in biomorphology and for understanding conformal bio-symmetries connected with the networks of curvature lines of surfaces. Notions of a morpho-resonance field as one of variants of morphogenetic fields are discussed. The connection of the golden section with the Fibonacci matrix of growth used in morphogenetic models of phyllotaxis is shown. Photonic crystals are considered as important participants of organisation of molecular-genetic informatics.